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� Copyright

Int roduct ion
In  this notebook we apply Mathematica  to  create  tools for  working in  n−dimensional Möbius  geometry.  The three−
dimensional  case is emphasized.   The calculations and examples illustrate and complete the presentation of the subject in
our book [OS3], Section 2.7.  There one finds the foundations of elementary Möbius  geometry in terms of linear algebra;
also hyperbolic and ellipt ic geometry as used in this notebook are contained there.  We intend to apply  the functions and
modules developed here to Möbius differential geometry in future notebooks.

In  the elementary context  the Möbius group  is defined  to  be the the group   of projective transformations leaving an
ellipt ic  hyperquadric   Sn  of the (n+1)−dimensional real projective space invariant.   In  homogeneous coordinates the
equation of such a hyperquadric has the normal form (for n = 3)

-xH1L2 + xH2L2 + xH3L2 + xH4L2 + xH5L2 � 0

In [OS3) it  is proved that  the Möbius group is isomorphic to the pseudo−orthogonal group OH1, n +1LL+, that  is the group
leaving the pseudo−orthogonal scalar product  of index 1 in the (n+2)−dimensional real vector space 

psspHvecHxL, vecHy LL :=-xH1L y H1L + xH2L y H2L + xH3L y H3L + xH4L y H4L + xH5L y H5L

and a t ime orientation invariant; these linear transformations generate the projective maps forming the Möbius group.
Therefore our consideration are based  on the linear algebra of  pseudo−Euclidean vector spaces of index 1, sometimes
named Minkowski spaces. The tools enhancing Mathematica   for applications in this field are contained in the package
neuvec.m,  which  needs the packages vectorcalc.m  and euvec.m  containing useful modules for  working in  elementary
geometry and linear algebra.  A notebook úpseuklid.nbø  about  pseudo−Euclidean geometry is contained in  the packed
files sphs4.tgz or sphs4.zip on my homepage, see [Spheres]. In Chapter 1 below the usages of the new Modules and Func-
t ions defined in the loaded packages and in the Global Context  can be seen after evaluating the init ialialization cells of the
notebook.

The Möbius group acts transit ively on the Möbius space: the sphere Sn  as a point  manifold, and on the manifold of the k−
dimensional subspheres. From the latter the case of the hyperspheres, k = n−1, is the simplest  and most  important. In this



dimensional subspheres. From the latter the case of the hyperspheres, k = n−1, is the simplest  and most  important. In this
notebook we consider mainly the Möbius geometry as the geometry of the point  manifold and the geometry of the sphere
manifold, the hyperspheres in case n=3 being the spheres.  A pseudo−orthonormal frame as the standard basis is  mostly
appropriate if one treats subspheres; for the geometry of the point  manifold the isotropic−orthonormal bases are often
useful,  because they may be better  adapted  to  point configurations.   Both  methods are described  and  applied  in  the
notebook.

Chapter 2 contains the descript ion of the Möbius space and the conformal models of the simply connected space forms.
Besides of Euclidean geometry the hyperbolic geometry is presented in greater detail.  For the hyperbolic plane geometry
we created a special notebook, see [hyp2D]. There one finds the classification of quadrics in the hyperbolic plane.

The Chapters 3, 4, 5 may be considered as an extended update of the notebook  mspheres.nb in the collection [Spheres].
Chapter 3 describes the Möbius Geometry of Spheres in pseudo−Euclidean termes.  The manifold of all oriented spheres is
identified with  the set  of all spacelike unit  vectors. This is the one−sheeted hyper−hyperboloid  defined in  the 5−dimen-
sional pseudo−Euclidean vector space of index 1 by the equation

pssp@vec@xD, vec@xDD � -x@1D2 +x@2D2 +x@3D2 +x@4D2 +x@5D2 � 1

We remark that in Möbius geometry  planes are special spheres, more exactly, they are not defined. Considering the model
of the Eucldean space as the complement  of a dist inguished úinfiniteø point  in Sn ,  the planes are the Möbius geometric
spheres containing this point.  This is exactly as they appear  under  stereographic projection  with  the infinite point  as
North pole .  The stereographic projection is a conformal map of the not  directly visible Möbius space S 3 onto the usual
Euclidean space E 3 often used in our Mathematica  code. 

In Chapter 4 we study the mutual posit ion of two hyperspheres  up to Möbius equivalence.It  is characterized  by a single
invariant, their generalized angle or  the Coxeter invariant, which is well known as

coxeterinv@r, R, dD �
-d2 +r2 +R2

2 r R

?coxeterinv

coxeterinv@r1,r2,dD is the conform alinvariantoftwo

hyperspheres

with radiir1,r2 and distance d oftheircenters.

Obviously, this is an expression in Eucliden termes r,R,d making no sense in Möbius geometry. Introducing in Chapter 4
the normed representing vector of a sphere with center (x,y,z) and radius r:

?spherevec

spherevec@x,y,z,rD yields a spacelike unit vectorofthe

pseudo-Euclidean 5-space corresponding to the sphere with center 8x,y,z< and

radius

rofthe Euclidean 3-space.
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Simplify@pssp@%, %D � 1D
True

one easily obtains the Coxeter invariant as the scalar product
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Simplify@pssp@spherevec@x, y, z, rD, spherevec@X, Y, Z, RDDD

-

1

2 r R
I-r2 -R2 +x2 -2 x X + X2 +y2 -2 y Y+Y2 +z2 -2 z Z+Z2M

This is a new derivation of the Coxeter invariant showing that it  is a conformal invariant.

In  Chapter  5 the geodesics of the sphere space are classified  from an  elementary viewpoint.  Their  are three classes of
geodesics corresponding to the types of the central planes whose intersections with the hyper−hyperboloid they are. In
each of these classes the Möbius group acts transitively.  

In Chapter 6 we describe the Lie algebra of the Möbius group. We apply the Mathematica function MatrixExp  to pass to
the Möbius group and consider some geometric groups as its subgroups. The considerations can be applied to visualize
the actions of interesting 1−parametric subgroups on the Möbius space, e.g.

Keywords
Möbius group,   space forms (conformal models),  isotropic cone, isotropic−orthogonal coordinates, pseudo−orthonormal
coordinates, spherical reflections,   stereographic projection, pseudo−Euclidean space,  pseudo−orthogonal Lie algebra,
hyperbolic space, spheres,  plaanes, angles, Coxeter invariant, geodesics of the sphere manifold

In it ia lizat ion 
Before start ing to  work interactively with  this notebook first  t ime, read this section  carefully and  make the necessary
preparation. Later it  suffices to call the menu item "Evaluation. Evaluate Init ialization Cells".

� The  ne e d e d  p a ck a g e s

For working with the notebook you need the packages
euvec.m, vectorcalc.m,  neuvec.m,  mspher.m, moeb.m.
You may download these and other packages from my Homepage .  From there you find all the packages mentioned above
together with the code of the notebook in the file emg.tgz.
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together with the code of the notebook in the file emg.tgz.
Before init ializing the notebook ensure that these packages and the current notebook are laying in your working directory,
which should be on the $Path of Mathematica on your Computerm or 

Insert the path of your working directory into the  appropriate of the next two cells,  e.g.

For Windows:

SetDirectory@"C:\\Dokumente und Einstellungen\\rolf\\Eigene Dateien\\mymath\\wdir"D;

For Linux:

SetDirectory@"~�mymath�wdir" D

�home�rolf�mymath�wdir

Now give the cell corresponding to  your   operating system the propert ies "Cell Evaluatable"  and  "Init ialization  cell"
(Menu Cell/ Cell propert ies), and inactivate these propert ies for the  cells corresponding to the other operating system. If
this is done, save the notebook. Next  t ime you may start  the notebook directly with the evaluation of the init ialization, as
follows:

� The  Init ia liza t ion

1 .   List  of  Symbols and t heir  U sages
In this Chapter one finds tables of the symbols introduced in the imported packages and in the Global Context.
To get the usages click on the name! If this does not work correctly, enable Dynamic Updating in the Evaluation Menu.

� 1 .1 .   Sym b ols in t he  Pa ck a g e  ve ctorca lc.m

� 1 .2 .  Sym b ols in t he  Pa ck a g e  e uve c.m

� 1 .3 .  Sym b ols in t he  Pa ck a g e  ne uve c.m

� 1 .4 .  Sym b ols in t he  Pa ck a g e  m sp he r.m

� 1 .5 .  Sym b ols in t he  Pa ck a g e  m oe b .m

� 1 .5 .   Sym b ols in t he  Glob a l Conte xt

2 .  The M öbius Space and t he Space Forms
In this Chapter we describe  the Möbius space and the Möbius group.  Furthermore we consider the Euclidean, spherical
and hyperbolic geometries as subgeometries of Möbius geometry.

� 2 .1 .  The  Pse ud o−Euclid e a n M od e l of  t he  M öb ius Sp a ce .  The  M öb ius 
Group

� 2 .2 .  Sp he rica l Rie m a nn Ge om e t ry a s Sub g e om e t ry of  M öb ius Ge om e t ry 

� 2 .3 .   A Conform a l  M od e l of  t he  Euclid e a n Sp a ce

� 2 .4 .   Isot rop ic−Orthonorm a l Coord ina te s
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� 2 .5 .  The  M öb ius  M od e l of  t he  Euclid e a n Sp a ce   in I sot rop ic−
Orthonorm a l Coord ina te s

� 2 .6 .  H yp e rb olic Ge om e t ry a s  Sub g e om e t ry of  M öb ius Ge om e t ry

� 2.6.1. The Hyperbolic Space

� 2.6.2.  Möbius Geometric Embedding  and F. Klein÷s  Conformal Disk Model of the Hyperbolic Space

� 2.6.3.  Poincare´ Model of the Hyperbolic Space

� 2.6.4.  Hyperbolic Lines  in the Hyperboliic Space

� 2.6.5. Hyperbolic Lines in the Hyperbolic Plane

� 2.6.6. Hyperbolic Planes in the Hyperbolic Space

3 .  Spheres
In this Chapter  we  establish the basic bijection between spheres (including planes as spheres of infinite radius) of the
Euclidean 3−space E 3 and one−dimensional Euclidean subspaces of the 5−dimensional pseudo−Euclidean vector space V 5

of index 1. Any spacelike vector defines the orthogonal complement  of its span, being a 4−dimensional pseudo−Euclidean
subspace, the isotropic vectors of which correspond to the points of a sphere S 2 contained in the Möbius space  S 3. In the
converse direction, the span of the isotropic vectors representing the points of such a sphere is a pseudo−Euclidean 4−
space, defining its normal, an Euclidean 1−space. 
Remark: Center and radius are metric concepts.  From the viewpoint of Möbius geometry they serve as parameters only.

� 3 .1 .  Sp he re s t hroug h f our p oint s a nd  corre sp ond ing  sp a ce lik e  ve ctors: 
vra d ius,  vce nte r,  sp he re p lot3 D

� 3.1.1. The definitions of the spacelike vector function sph4ptsvec

� 3.1.2. The spacelike vector  as a function of center and radius of the sphere: spherevec, hspherevector

� 3.1.3. Some tests. A graphic application.

� 3.1.4. Inversion of   hspherevector:  vradius, vcenter

� 3.1.5. Oriented spheres

� 3.1.6. Parameter representation of the sphere corresponding to a spacelike vector

� 3 .2 .  P la ne s

We short ly consider  some special  aspects of the correspondence between  planes and  their  spacelike vectors,  see the
Corollary in section 3.1.

� 3.2.1. The Definition planevec

� 3.2.2. Random Planes

� 3.2.3. The Plane through Three Points

� 3.2.4. Planes through Three Random Points
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� 3 .3 .  The  Sp he re  or P la ne  Corre sp ond ing  t o a  Sp a ce li k e  Ve ctor

We used the Module euklidsphereplot3D already very often. In this subsection we explain its definit ion.

� 3.3.1. The Definition of the Parameter Representation euklidsphere

� Examples

�  The Module euklidsphereplot3D 

� 3 .4 .  Exa m p le s,  Com p a rision of  Sp he re  P lot  M e thod s

� 3.4.1. Example: Equidistant Unit Spheres

� 3.4.2. Example: The Spacelike Frame Vectors

� 3.4.3. Example : A Plane Bundle

� 3.4.4. Evaluation Problems: Floating Point Numbers

� 3 .5 .  The  N a nif old  of  All Sp he re s,  Ra nd om  Sp he re s

� 3.5.1. The sphere manifold

� 3.5.2. A random spacelike unit vector

4 .  The Generalized Angle

� 4 .1 .  D e f init ion.  Ca se s.  Coxe te r Inva ria nt

� 4.2. Intersecting Spheres

� 4.3. Non−intersecting Spheres 

� 4.4. Tangential Spheres

� 4 .5 .  Int e rse ct ion of  a  Sp he re  a nd  a  P la ne

5 .  Geodesics of  t he Sphere M anifold

� 5 .1 . Introduction

In  subsection  3.5 we identified  the space of oriented  spheres with  the hypersurface  H: pssp[x,x] = 1 of spacelike unit
vectors in  the pseudo−Euclidean vector space of index 1:  a "pseudo−hypersphere". Since the pseudo−orthogonal group
O(1,4) acts transit ively on thia pseudosphere, it  is a pseudo−Riemannian symmetric space of constant curvature. Since the
origin as the center of H is fixed under the action  of  O(1,4) we define as in the  sphere geometry: the geodesics of  H are the
intersections of the pseudo−hypersphere H with  2−planes through the center  o.  But  now we  have three kinds of such
planes: pseudo−Euclidean, Euclidean, and isotropic,  and the corresponding geodesics. We take the standard unit   sphere
stb[5] as start ing point  of  the geodesics. To find the types of geodesic we may restrict  to the linear hull[stb[1],stb[2]], as a
subspace of the tangent space of this hyper−hyperboloid at stb[5]: look at the isotropy action, the action of the subgroup of
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subspace of the tangent space of this hyper−hyperboloid at stb[5]: look at the isotropy action, the action of the subgroup of
the Möbius group preserving stb[5] on the tangential space of  H at  stb[5]. Obviously, this is the usual standard action of
the pseudo−orthogonal group O(3,1) on the 4−dimensional pseudo−Euclidean vector space of index 1. 
In the next subsection we interpret the three types of geodesics geometrically.

� 5 .2 . Time like  Geodesics

� 5 .3 . Space like  Geodesics

� 5 .4 . Isotropic Geodesics

6 .  The M öbius Group
As remarked in  the Introduction already, the Möbius group consists of all t ime−orientation preserving elements of the
pseudo−orthogonal group, denoted by   O H1, 4L+, see [OS3]. Proposit ion 2.7.1.  In this Chapter we give two matrix represen-
tat ions of its Lie algebra and consider how some well known geometric groups are realized as subgroups of the Möbius
group.

� 6 .1 .  The  Lie  Alg e b ra  o(1 .4 )  of  t he  M öb ius Group

� 6 .2 .  Line s.  The  Conform a l Re p re se nta t ion of  t he  Tra nsla t ion Group  a nd  
t he  D ila t ion Group

� 6 .3 .  Circle s.  The  Conform a l Re p re se nta t ion of  t he  R ota t ion Group .

� 6 .4 .  The  Conform a l a nd  isom e t ry Group s of  t he  Sp a ce  Form s

� 6 .5 .  A M oving  Fra m e  on t he  Sp he re  M a nif old : p stg 5 f r a m e
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